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Abstract
Nucleation in an aluminium tricrystal cold rolled along its columnar direction, to 40% thickness
reduction, is studied. This experimental configuration was used to obtain the same deformation microstructure through the sample length, which made it possible to cut it into several slices of similar
microstructures and use these slices differently. Some slices served to analyse the deformation microstructure and others to analyse the annealing microstructure. Nucleation developed only in one of
the three crystals and not at grain boundaries. The relationship between the crystallographic orientations and the local density of nuclei and different attributes of the parent, deformation microstructure
was then analysed. As generally presumed, the nuclei were observed to inherit orientations from the
parent matrix. Much more surprisingly, the stored energy alone, which is often considered as the
driving force for recrystallisation nucleation, was found not to provide a reliable criterion for recrystallisation nucleation in the investigated sample. Instead, the density of nuclei was the highest where
the substructure is composed of sharp bands, which correspond to regions of highly anisotropic orientation distributions. A new energy criterion for recrystallisation nucleation is proposed, which is
called “primary stored energy” and depends on the stored energy and the anisotropy of the orientation
distribution.
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Introduction

Recrystallisation nucleation in deformed polycrystalline materials is very challenging to study experimentally, as the nuclei are few and their locations difficult to predict. Even though it is well accepted that second phase particles, shear bands, transition bands, original grain boundaries and triple
junctions are preferential nucleation sites, it is not known if they are equally favorable [1]. Moreover,
relating the crystal orientation of a nucleus to that of its parent site, in the deformed polycrystalline
matrix, is even more challenging, because as a nucleus forms, its parent matrix vanishes – a situation
known as the “lost evidence problem” [2]. In principle, the lost evidence problem can be solved using
three-dimensional techniques such as three-dimensional X-ray diffraction microscopy [3] or white-beam
differential-aperture X-ray microscopy [4], but a challenge remains to successfully select a region of the
sample where nuclei will form (to be mapped before annealing) [5]. To date, this challenge has only been
overcome by artificially stimulating recrystallisation nucleation using microhardness indentations [6] or
focusing on orientation relations only [7].
Another approach to study recrystallisation nucleation is to use microstructures such as carefullydeformed single crystals and bicrystals [8], or columnar polycrystals [9]. Columnar polycrystals, in
1

particular, combine several advantages for recrystallisation studies: the grain orientations and shapes
are relatively well known, the grain orientations can to some extent be selected to provide interesting
orientation relationships, and the sample can be centimeter-sized, which yields a sufficient amount of
material to pursue investigations under different annealing conditions. Even more importantly, as the
sample microstructure does not vary significantly along the columnar direction, it becomes possible to
cut the sample into several slices along this direction, consider them similar (even after deformation),
and use and analyse them differently.
In this work, we analyse recrystallisation nucleation in a columnar tricrystal subjected to rolling. We
relate the details of recrystallisation nucleation to the attributes of the parent, deformation microstructure at several scales, including the well-known “stored energy” associated to the dislocation boundaries
(computed from the local disorientations [10]), as well as the local orientation distribution, and we propose a new energy criterion that describes our nucleation observations better than just the stored energy.
2

Experiment

The initial material was a h1 1 0i-columnar tricrystal made of high-purity (99.99%) aluminium and
produced by directional solidification. A sample of 10 mm × 14 mm × 7 mm (along the rolling direction
(RD), transverse direction (TD) and normal direction (ND), respectively) was cut so that the rolling
direction was parallel to the columnar direction, RD k h1 1 0i (see Figure 1a). The three crystals of
the sample are denoted as A, B and C, and have orientations close to (1 1 1)[1 1 0], (1 1 3)[1 1 0] and
(1 1 3)[1 1 0], respectively (see Figure 1b). The three orientations are nearly self-symmetrical with respect
to the TD–ND plane, and the orientations of crystals B and C are nearly symmetrical to each other with
respect to the RD–ND plane. Moreover, and for future reference, these orientations are “moderately
hard”, “soft” and “soft” in terms of their Taylor factors for plane strain compression, which are about
3.7, 2.4 and 2.4, respectively.
The tricrystal was cold rolled to 40% thickness reduction. Rolling was conducted in several steps,
under the rolling geometry conditions of l/h ' 2, where l is the contact length between a roll and the
sample and h is the mean sample thickness. As a result of the rolling, the tricrystal underwent the imposed normal (logarithmic) deformation of ε33 = −0.51 but also a transverse deformation of ε22 = 0.16
corresponding to the widening of the sample typically occurring during rolling (while volume conservation yields ε11 = 0.35). The sample was then cut into 10 slices along RD (see Figure 1c). One slice
was dedicated to characterizing the deformation microstructure (slice 5), while another one was used
for analysing recrystallisation (slice 3). As expected from the specific experimental configuration, the
two slices, which are close to each other and well away from the sample ends, exhibited similar microstructures after deformation, as will be seen from the deformation microstructure of slice 3 and the
non-recrystallized part of the annealing microstructure of slice 5 (Figures 3 and 6). Slice 3 was then
annealed at 300 °C for 20 min. In contrast to a previous work on the same sample [11], for which a slice
was ground, before annealing, to artificially stimulate nucleation on its surface, in this work, slice 3 was
electropolished to avoid this phenomenon.
The microstructures were observed using a Zeiss Supra 35 thermal field emission gun scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an HKL electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) system. The
characterization included electron channeling contrast (ECC), on full sample sections, and EBSD, on
local areas, on the ND–TD and ND–RD planes (see Figure 1d). For the EBSD maps, step sizes of 2 and
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0.25 µm were used for standard and high-spatial-resolution observations, respectively.

Figure 1: Tricrystal aluminium sample and its partition into 10 slices. (a) Initial columnar microstructure
with RD k h1 1 0i, and crystals A, B and C, (b) orientations of the three crystals, (c) rolled sample and its
10 slices (after removing about 1 mm of material from both RD ends) with slice 5 highlighted in blue,
and (d) observation planes of the slices.
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Deformation microstructure

The deformation microstructure is analysed in the central slice of the sample (slice 5). Focus is on
a large region about the triple line, since it is where crystals interact strongly with each other, which
in many cases leads to intense deformation heterogeneities [12]. Triple lines are well-accepted as a
preferential recrystallisation nucleation sites [1].
3.1

Orientation distributions

An EBSD orientation map of an area close to the triple point, in the TD–ND plane, is provided in Figure 2a, and the disorientation1 profiles along the lines plotted in Figure 2a, inside the three crystals, are
shown in Figure 2b. Disorientation profiles are provided both with respect to the initial pixel and between
neighbouring pixels. Crystal A exhibits appreciable orientation changes at the micrometer scale, corresponding to fine microbands, that combine with a continuous orientation change at the millimeter scale,
corresponding to a deformation gradient. Crystals B and C mainly show relatively small local orientation
changes, with only a few large orientation changes that coincide with the edges of 100 to 200-µm-thick
diffuse transition bands. The orientation distributions of the three crystals are represented as {1 1 1} pole
figures in Figure 2c. Crystal B and, to a lesser extent, crystal C appear to develop crystal rotations to1 In

the article, “disorientation” refers to the rotation (or orientation difference) of minimal angle between two orientations
under the conditions of crystal symmetry.
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wards distinctly different orientations, as apparent from their multimodal orientation distributions (this
is also the case for crystal A, but in a region different to the one shown in Figure 2a, as will be illustrated
in Figure 3). This phenomenon was already observed in a previous work [13], for specific grains of a
sample deformed in plane strain compression, and was termed “orientation fragmentation”. These grains
were found to have symmetrical orientations (with respect to the sample axes), and their fragmentation
behaviour was explained from the stability properties of the reorientation velocity field around them [13].
The orientation fragmentation observed in the three crystals of the present work (see Figure 2c), which
also are symmetrical orientations, can be fully explained from the arguments provided in this previous
work [13] and from additional, micromechanical arguments provided in a related work [14]. First, because of the (self-)symmetry of the orientations of the three crystals with respect to the TD–ND plane,
the orientations tend to change only slowly on average during deformation, by retaining their symmetry
condition. Second, as the orientations show unstable reorientation conditions about their RD symmetry
plane (i.e., orientations slightly away from the symmetry condition would rotate further away from it
as deformation proceeds [13]), they tend to broaden by rotations about directions perpendicular to RD.
Last, independently of their orientations, deformed crystals tend to develop larger slip variations on their
most active slip systems [14]. During rolling, the most active slip systems have lattice spin vectors nearly
parallel to TD, and so orientation fragmentation preferentially occurs by rotations about TD [14]. In this
experiment, this is particularly clear for crystal B (see Figure 2c).
An EBSD orientation map of an area close to the triple point, in the RD–ND plane, is shown in
Figure 3a (see Figure 1d for the location of the slice). The top region of the map belongs to crystal B while
the rest of the map belongs to crystal A. Focus is on crystal A, which appears significantly subdivided
and shows different local orientation fields along ND. This can first be seen from the disorientation
profile plotted in Figure 3b. The top part exhibits particularly large local disorientations, up to 45°, over
a distance of 1 mm, while the rest of the crystal has smaller disorientations, of the order 10–15°. The
different magnitudes of disorientations can likely be attributed to the different deformations resulting
from grain interaction: the top part of crystal A is closer to the grain boundary and therefore likely to
be more affected by grain interaction, and Figure 2a also shows that this region is close to the transition
band of crystal B. This interpretation was confirmed by a complementary experiment, for which a single
crystal of the same orientation as crystal A was deformed under the same conditions as the tricrystal and
showed only limited local disorientations, as does the bottom part of crystal A.
To further investigate the change in orientation field in crystal A along ND, three regions of size
225 µm × 225 µm were considered, AI, AII and AIII, as shown in Figure 3a. The orientation distributions in these three regions, which are shown in Figure 3c, differ significantly in terms of how much they
extend preferentially in specific directions, i.e. their “anisotropy”. The anisotropy of an orientation set
can be described using metrics first proposed by Glez and Driver [15] and Barton and Dawson [16]. The
average orientation being computed using quaternions [15], the disorientation of each orientation, with
respect to the average orientation is written as the disorientation vector, w = r θ /2, where r and θ are
the disorientation axis and angle, respectively. In this work, the disorientation vector was used instead
of the Rodrigues vector [13–15] or the imaginary part of a quaternion [17], as it results from exponential mapping of disorientations in the tangent space of orientation space, which is a space particularly
appropriate for analysing disorientation distributions [18, 19]. This choice is, however, only rooted in
theoretical considerations and does not affect the results significantly. Given a disorientation set, wα
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(α = 1, ..., N), a 3 × 3 covariant matrix, S, is defined as
S=

1 N
∑ (wα ⊗ wα ),
N α=1

(1)

which is symmetric and can be diagonalized. The eigenvectors, vi (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}), and the square roots of
the eigenvalues, θi (θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ θ3 ), provide the principal axes and characteristic lengths of the distribution,
respectively. The first principal axis (v1 , associated to θ1 ) corresponds to the disorientation axis about
which the disorientation angles are the highest and will be referred to as “preferential disorientation axis”
in the following [14]. The angular components of the disorientation vectors along the principal axes, θiα ,
can be obtained as
θiα = 2 vi · wα .
(2)
The characteristic lengths of the distributions (θi ) are also equal to their standard deviations. Crystals
deformed in plane strain compression (or rolling) typically show a preferential disorientation axis close
to TD [14,15,17]. As discussed previously for crystals A, B and C and shown in the following for regions
AI, AII and AIII, the present experimental findings make no exception to these observations. Regions
AI, AII and AIII have a preferential disorientation axis (v1 ) within 16°, 23° and 27° of TD, respectively.
However, regions AI, AII and AIII have appreciably different standard deviations of the disorientation
angles about the preferential disorientation axis (θ1 , about v1 ), of 17.8°, 9.6° and 4.3°, respectively,
while the standard deviations of the disorientation angles about the two other axes (θ2,3 , about v2,3 )
have similar values of 2–3°. So, there is a clear trend toward smaller disorientation angles about the
preferential disorientation axis (θ1 , about v1 ) when moving across crystal A from AI to AIII, i.e. along
−ND. The θ1α distributions are plotted, for the three regions, in Figure 3d. While regions AII and AIII
show typical unimodal, approximately-Gaussian distributions, region AI shows a bimodal distribution,
which corresponds to orientation fragmentation [13–15].
3.2

Substructures

The substructures of regions AI, AII and AIII are shown in Figure 4 as disorientation maps, on which
colour represents the disorientation vector. The disorientations are computed with respect to the average orientation of the map (except for region AI, for which the reference orientation is located halfway
between the two orientation modes (as visible in Figure 3c), for better rendering). Using such a parameterization, all disorientations within a given angle, θmax (here, 25°), are contained within a ball of radius
θmax /2, and their components feed the RGB colour channels to produce the colour key of Figure 4. The
main advantages of such a colour key are that the preferential disorientations can be readily identified,
and that disorientations about opposite axes (or the same axis but opposite directions) appear in complementary RGB colours, which straightforwardly reveals the band structures with alterning orientations
that typically develop in deformed crystals. In Figure 4, all substructures exhibit shades of green and magenta, which correspond to disorientations preferentially distributed about +TD and −TD, respectively
(or, equivalently, about +TD but in opposite directions), as was reported in Section 3.1. However, it is
clear that the different orientation distributions of regions AI, AII and AIII (see Figure 3b) correspond
to different substructures (see Figure 4). First, it appears that high disorientation angles about the preferential disorientation axis (θ1α , about v1 ) or, equivalently, a high θ1 value, such as those of AI and AII,
lead to a “sharp” substructure, composed of distinct bands with large disorientations with respect to each
other. In contrast, the low disorientation angles (θ1α ) of region AIII lead to a diffuse substructure. Second,
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Figure 2: Deformation microstructure observed in the TD–ND plane. (a) EBSD orientation map of
the area close to triple point, (b) disorientation profiles inside the three crystals as shown in (a), and
(c) {1 1 1} pole figures of the three crystals, where the initial orientations are marked by solid shapes.
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Figure 3: Deformation microstructure observed in the RD–ND plane. (a) EBSD orientation map on the
RD–ND plane shown in Figure 1d (Rodrigues vector map). (b) Disorientation profile (relative to the
initial point) through crystal A, along the arrow plotted on (a). (c) Orientation distributions of regions
AI, AII and AIII, indicated on (a). (d) Disorientation distributions about the preferential disorientation
axis (θi , about vi ), for regions AI, AII and AIII.
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the substructures can be analysed in more detail. The “fragmented” orientation distribution of region AI
corresponds to a multiscale substructure composed of 50-µm-thick deformation bands of nearly homogeneous orientation, rotated from the average orientation by about 20° but in opposite directions (+TD
and −TD) from one band to the next, subdivided into finer bands, corresponding to smaller rotations
about ±TD. Throughout the structure, the +TD bands appear nearly homogeneous while the −TDrotated bands contain small inserts of +TD-rotated regions (in a different plane). Region AII does not
exhibit such a multiscale substructure but rather is composed of +TD-rotated and −TD-rotated bands,
although some substructuring can still be seen in the +TD-rotated bands. Region AIII has a subtructure
qualitatively similar to region AII, but it is much more diffuse.
3.3

Stored energy

The stored energy associated with the dislocation boundaries can be estimated from the high-spatialresolution EBSD orientation maps of regions AI, AII and AIII provided in Figure 4, using a method
similar to that proposed by Godfrey et al. [10]. For medium and high stacking fault energy materials, such
as the aluminium used in this work, the dislocation density inside the dislocation cells is small compared
to the dislocation density of the dislocation boundaries and can be neglected to first order [10]. The stored
energy per unit volume, E, can be calculated by summing the contributions of all dislocation boundaries.
In an EBSD map, the dislocation boundaries are taken as the pixel boundaries of disorientation angles
higher than a specific threshold, θmin . The stored energy, E, can therefore be written as
C∆
γ(θ α ),
(3)
E=
A ∑
α
where θ α is the disorientation angle of a pixel boundary, ∆ and A are the step size and surface area of
the EBSD orientation map, respectively, C = π/4 accounts for the fact that the boundary length per unit
area may be overestimated due to the stepped shape of the boundaries in the EBSD orientation map, and
γ(θ α ) is the stored energy per unit area given by the Read-Shockley equation [20],


θα
θα
α
1 − ln
.
(4)
γ(θ ) = γm
θm
θm
We use θm = 15° and γm = 0.324 J.m−2 [21]. A minimum disorientation of θmin = 1.5° was used. The
resulting values of the average stored energy are 0.22, 0.28 and 0.27 MJ.m−3 for regions AI, AII and
AIII, respectively. The stored energy therefore varies only moderately between regions AI, AII and AIII,
despite their appreciably different substructures (see Section 3.2). It is remarkable that the stored energy
is the smallest in region AI, which is a highly-fragmented region.
4

Annealing microstructure

The annealing microstructure is analysed in slice 3 (see Figure 1). As in the case of the deformation
microstructure, focus is on the region near the triple line as well as along the full height of crystal A. We
analyse first the orientations of the nuclei and second their density, and we compare them to the stored
energies of regions AI, AII and AIII.
4.1

Matrix-to-nuclei orientation relationship

The microstructure in an area close to the triple point, in the TD–ND plane, is shown in Figure 5.
It can be seen in Figure 5a that, under the investigated annealing conditions, recrystallisation occurred
8
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Figure 4: Deformation substructure observed in regions AI, AII and AIII, as high-spatial-resolution
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in crystal A but not in crystals B and C, despite the presence of deformation bands in these two crystals
(this was actually confirmed by observations on the whole TD–ND plane). Moreover, no nuclei were
observed at the grain boundaries nor at the triple point. Although such sites often are observed to stimulate nucleation in aluminium, detailed studies of the deformation microstructures at regions near original
grain boundaries and triple junctions have revealed that, depending on the crystallographic orientations
of the grains, strong orientation gradients or high local stored energies may or may not develop near these
sites [22, 23]. For the present sample, the deformation microstructures near the boundaries are similar to
those in the bulk of the grains, and therefore grain boundary nucleation is not dominating.
The orientations of the nuclei are clearly related to those of the deformation microstructure (or “matrix”), as seen from the EBSD orientation map provided in Figure 5b, and the nuclei are somewhat
preferentially elongated in a direction normal to the deformation bands, which indicates that they grow
toward the surrounding bands.
To analyse the relationship between the orientations of the nuclei and those of the matrix, the microstructure was mapped in the RD–ND plane (along the yellow line of Figure 5a), as illustrated in
Figure 6. The map corresponds to the same area as the one of the deformation microstructure of Figure 3, which enables direct comparison (although the two maps where acquired on different sample
slices). Again, nuclei are only found in the narrow deformation bands and transition bands located in
region AI (extending toward region AII), but not at the triple line, grain boundaries nor wide deformation
bands. The relationship between the orientations of the nuclei and those of their parent sites is investigated using three typical regions of the map of crystal A shown in Figure 6a, which contain both nuclei
and remainders of the deformation matrix, are located between regions AI and AII, and are referred to as
AI0 , AI00 and AI000 . The three regions have a size of 600 µm × 280 µm, which is both sufficiently small to
contain a fairly uniform deformation microstructure and sufficiently large to provide representative results. In particular, the orientation distribution of the remainder of the deformation matrix inside a region
can be considered as qualitatively representative of that of the full (parent) deformation matrix in that
region, which is confirmed to be reasonable both by their similarity with the orientation distribution of
the deformation microstructure of region AI shown in Figure 3c and their evolution toward less intense
orientation fragmentation when moving along −ND, as also observed in Figure 3c. The individual nuclei
were detected automatically using three criteria: a diameter of the circle of equivalent surface area larger
than 8 µm, an internal average disorientation angle with respect to the average orientation smaller than
1.5° and the fact that they are surrounded by at least one high angle boundary (≥ 15°). The orientation
distributions of the matrix and nuclei are provided as {1 1 1} pole figures in Figure 6b. All pole figures are
plotted in terms of pole density, which is computed by assigning a Gaussian kernel (half-width of 3°) to
the {1 1 1} poles of each orientation. First, the pole figures clearly show that the orientations of the nuclei
are among the orientations of their parent deformation matrix, which corresponds to nucleation arising
by subgrain growth, a phenomenon previously observed in 3D [6]. Second, the pole figures (and so the
orientation distributions) can also be compared quantitatively. As pointed out above, each orientation
is actually represented by a (small) Gaussian distribution, which somewhat smoothes the distributions,
but since the same kernel is used for both the orientation distributions of the matrix and the nuclei, it is
possible to compare their intensities (so as the location of their maxima) quantitatively, without actually
introducing bias. (At the opposite, considering a (smoothed) orientation distribution for the matrix but
individual orientations for the nuclei would not enable a quantitative comparison.) As seen in Figure 6b,
the nuclei systematically show more “bimodal” orientations distributions than the matrix, with peaks that
10

are more intense and located further from the average. This indicates that the orientations of the nuclei
are preferentially located at the “tails” or “outskirt” of the orientation distributions of the deformation
matrix. Among all the orientations of the distribution, these orientations are those that show the highest disorientations with respect to the rest of the orientations. They are therefore also likely to be the
orientations surrounded by the highest local disorientations in the microstructure.
4.2

Nucleation sites

Nucleation occurred in crystal A, which is the crystal of maximum Taylor factor but also, and more
interestingly, the crystal of maximal stored energy. This can first be established from the TD–ND orientation map of the deformation microstructure shown in Figure 2. The average stored energy of each of
the crystals can be computed in the same way as in Section 3.3, where it was done from the (RD–ND)
high-spatial-resolution maps. When done from coarser maps, artefacts are to be expected since some
dislocation boundaries are missed [24, 25]. It is still possible, however, to use the orientation map shown
in Figure 2 for a semi-quantitative evaluation. The average stored energies obtained for crystal A, B
and C are equal to 0.084, 0.034 and 0.013 MJ.m−3 , respectively. Crystal A therefore has the maximum
stored energy. It is also possible to establish that crystal A has the highest average stored energy from the
crystal plasticity theory. First, let us recall that the Taylor factor relates the microscopic properties and
the macroscopic properties through the power of plastic deformation, and that (assuming isotropic hardening) it can be written as M = ∑ γ̇ α /ε̇¯ , where γ̇ α are the slip rates and ε̇¯ is the equivalent plastic strain
α

rate. Then, let us note that the tricrystal morphology and the orientations of the three crystals are such
that the three crystals actually undergo about the same (normal) deformation, which corresponds to the
applied deformation. Indeed, crystal A occupies the whole sample thickness and is therefore subjected to
the imposed deformation, and crystals B and C, although they are “in series” along ND, have equivalent
orientations with respect to ND, and so deform equally under compression along ND, i.e. according to
the imposed deformation. It can be concluded that crystal A has the highest slip rates (∑ γ̇ α ) by a factor
α

equal to the ratio between the Taylor factors, i.e. 3.7/2.4 ' 1.5, and so also the highest resolved shear
strengths, dislocation densities, and finally (average) stored energy.
5

Discussion

The stored energy is generally considered and used as a criterion for recrystallisation nucleation.
In this experiment, nucleation was found to occur in the crystal of maximum average stored energy;
however, and more interesting, the local density of nuclei was found not to correlate with the local stored
energy in the crystal, as most nuclei were found where the stored energy is the lowest. It is therefore of
interest to devise a new (energy) criterion that would be able to describe our experimental observations.
It is clear from the results of Sections 3 and 4 that crystal A has very different substructures and
orientation distributions along ND, and that these differences are responsible for the different densities of
nuclei. Our objective therefore is to integrate the properties of the local orientation distributions into the
energy criterion. This can be done by comparing quantitatively the orientations map of the deformation
microstructure shown in Figure 3 and the orientation map of the annealing microstructure shown on
Figure 6, which represent the same area before and after annealing (although on different sample slices).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Annealing microstructure in a region close to the triple point, in the TD–ND plane. (a) ECC image, where the grain boundaries are highlighted in red. Nuclei are observed only in crystal A. (b) EBSD
orientation map (Rodrigues vector map) within the region indicated on (a). The yellow line plotted on (a)
indicates the RD–ND section used in Figure 6.
5.1

Sliding-box analysis

The general methodology to relate the local properties of the deformation microstructure of Figure 3
to the local density of nuclei of the annealing microstructure of Figure 6 is to evaluate properties, of
each of the two maps, within a sliding box, which leads to property profiles similar to the disorientation
profiles shown on Figures 2b and 3b, and to compare these profiles and their correlation. A box of size
660 µm × 220 µm (i.e., the same height as AI, AII and AIII, and full width) is slid along the arrow plotted
in Figure 3a (considering the centre of the box as control point and excluding the first and last 110 µm of
the arrow).
First, from the orientation map of the annealing microstructure, the density of nuclei, ρn , is obtained
by dividing the number of nuclei located inside the sliding box by its surface area, where nuclei that are
only part of the box are counted based on the surface area fraction located inside the box. Results are
provided on Figure 7a, and it can be seen that the density of nuclei (ρn ) shows a gradual decrease along
−ND to reach a value of 0 mm−2 halfway along −ND. The density profile plotted in Figure 7 shows an
evolution smoother than expected visually from the map of Figure 6, which exhibits several horizontal
bands of nuclei. This is due to the fact that the sliding box has a height similar to the spacing between
these bands and, in this work, is intentionally used so as to establish trends along ND rather than to
capture fine details that cannot necessarily be interpreted (due to the uncertainties associated with the
observation of similar, but yet different sample slices).
Second, from the orientation map of the deformation microstructure, the stored energy inside the
sliding box (E) can be computed. As already pointed out in Section 4.2, differences are to be expected
with respect to the high-spatial-resolution maps shown on Figure 4 due to a larger step size. Specifically,
the stored energies of AI, AII and AIII are decreased from 0.22, 0.28 and 0.27 MJ.m−3 for the highspatial-resolution map, respectively, to 0.12, 0.15 and 0.12 MJ.m−3 for the standard-spatial-resolution
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Figure 6: Annealing microstructure in the RD–ND plane indicated in Figure 5a. (a) EBSD orientation
map and phase map, showing the partially recrystallised microstructure. The orientation map is coloured
according to the Rodrigues vectors, and the phase map is coloured with the matrix in light blue and the
individual nuclei in random colours. (b) {1 1 1} pole figures of the deformation matrix and of the nuclei
inside regions AI0 , AI00 and AI000 of (a), respectively.
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map, respectively. The decrease is slightly higher for AIII, which has the finest and most diffuse microstructure and therefore more “missed” dislocation boundaries with the largest step size. However, it
is still possible to use the orientation map of Figure 3 for semi-quantitative stored energy evaluations,
while the results on the orientation distributions that will be provided in Section 5.2 almost do not depend
on the step size and remain fully quantitative. Results are provided in Figure 7, from which it can be
concluded that there is no correlation between the stored energy and the density of nuclei in crystal A,
as similar stored energies can yield very different densities of nuclei, and different values of the stored
energy can yield similar densities of nuclei. As a consequence, the stored energy cannot be considered,
at least in this experiment, as a reliable criterion for recrystallisation nucleation.
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Figure 7: Relationship between the stored energy (E) and the density of nuclei (ρn ). (a) ND profiles
along the arrow plotted in Figure 3a (excluding the first and last 110 µm). (b) Correlation between E
and ρn .

5.2

Determination of a new energy criterion

The stored energy associated to the dislocation boundaries (E), computed from the local disorientations, can be considered as a first-order criterion for recrystallisation nucleation. However, it does not
directly include information such as the level of subdivision (into bands) of a crystal at the micrometer
scale, or equivalently the anisotropy properties of the orientation distributions. In the following, we propose to devise a new energy criterion for recrystallisation nucleation that encompasses both the stored
energy and the anisotropy of the orientation distribution as
Ep = E f ,

(5)

where, as previously, E is the stored energy of the microstructure, and f ≤ 1 depends on the anisotropy
properties of the orientation distribution. The values of both E and f are to be evaluated globally, over
regions larger than the characteristic length of the substructure, but within which the substructure is still
fairly uniform (such as regions AI, AII and AIII, or AI0 , AI00 and AI000 ). To determine the expression
of f , we must first analyse the correlation between the anisotropy of the orientation distribution and the
density of nuclei (ρn ).
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5.2.1

Influence of the local orientation distribution

The evolution along ND of the orientation (or disorientation) distribution within the deformation microstructure and its relationship with that of the density of nuclei is analysed using the sliding box (as
in Section 5.1), from the orientation map shown in Figure 3a. The description of the anisotropy of a
disorientation distribution by its θi (and vi ) values is only appropriate if the corresponding disorientation distributions about the principal disorientation axes (vi ) are unimodal and approximately Gaussian,
which is not everywhere the case inside crystal A (especially in its top part). In this work, we aim at
describing the typical local disorientation angles of the substructure, as they locally drive the growth
of nuclei, but these are not necessarily well described by the θi values. Instead, we define and use the
average local principal disorientation angles, ∆i , which can be estimated from the θiα distribution under the assumption that local disorientations form between orientations that alternate between the “left”
and “right” parts of the distribution. This assumption is justified by the typical presence of alternating
±TD orientations between adjacent bands, as shown in Figure 4. The values of ∆i can actually be computed as described in Section A. For a unimodal, Gaussian distribution, ∆i = 1.35 θi , while for a bimodal
distribution, ∆i = 2 θi .
The results on the average local principal disorientation angles (∆i ) and the density of nuclei (ρn )
are provided in Figure 8. ∆1 show particularly high values at the small distances, i.e. where orientation
fragmentation occurs, and decreases continuously along the profile. In contrast, ∆2,3 are nearly constant
α distributions always remain unimodal and approximately Gaussian [13,
(as would be θ2,3 , since the θ2,3
14]). The correlation between ∆1 and ρn is even more clearly visualised in Figure 8b, where ρn = 0 for
∆1 . 9° and ρn ∝ ∆1 for ∆1 & 9°.
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Figure 8: Relationship between the average local principal disorientation angles (∆i ) and the density of
nuclei (ρn ). (a) ND profiles along the arrow plotted in Figure 3a (excluding the first and last 110 µm).
(b) Correlation between ∆1 and the density of nuclei (ρn ). Fit of the form ρn = a (∆1 − b) with a =
86.8 °.mm−2 and b = 9.35 °.

5.2.2

Primary stored energy

We propose to define the energy criterion introduced in Equation 5 as
Ep = E

∆1
.
∆1 + ∆2 + ∆3
15

(6)

and we call it “primary stored energy”, where “primary” relates to the scaling with respect to the average
local principal disorientation angle about the first principal disorientation axis (∆1 , about v1 ). E p takes
the maximal value of E for an infinitely anisotropic orientation distribution (1-D orientation distribution)
and a minimal value of E/3 for an isotropic orientation distribution (∆1 = ∆2 = ∆3 or, equivalently,
θ1 = θ2 = θ3 ). The expression of E p is obviously very simple but, as will be seen in the following,
provides good results for this experiment. A factor f (see Equation 5) of the form ∆1 /(∆1 + ∆2 + ∆3 )
can be interpreted as considering a substructure composed of disorientations of “pure” v1 , v2 or v3 axes
(rather than mixed axes), for which only the boundaries of disorientations about v1 , which are those
located between bands, contribute to recrystallisation nucleation. Regions AI, AII and AIII show values
of f of 0.88, 0.66 and 0.48, respectively, and values of E p of 0.19, 0.19 and 0.13 MJ.m−3 , respectively.
In Figure 9a, it is shown that, in contrast to the stored energy (E), which varies only moderately along
ND (see Figure 7), the primary stored energy (E p ) shows a clear evolution composed of a slight increase
followed by a gradual decrease, from 0.12 MJ.m−3 down to 0.06 MJ.m−3 . (The profile of ρn shows a
peak at a coordinate of 570 µm, while the profile of E p shows a peak at a coordinate of 720 µm. However,
this mismatch can be reasonably attributed to the differences between the deformation microstructures
of the respective sample slices. The hat shape apparent at high values on the curve of Figure 9b, which
results from the mismatch, is therefore simply discarded in the following.) The correlation between the
primary stored energy (E p ) and the density of nuclei (ρn ) is plotted in Figure 9b and is quite clear: values
of E p lower than 0.085 MJ.m−3 yield no nuclei, while values of E p above 0.085 MJ.m−3 yield increasing
ρn values. The density of nuclei (ρn ) at E > 0.085 MJ.m−3 can be described by a function of the form
ρn = a [(E p − E p0 ) / E p0 ]b , with E p0 = 0.085 MJ.m−3 , a = 7300 mm−2 and b = 1.5. As mentionned in
Section 4.2, crystals B and C show comparatively lower values of the stored energy (E) of 0.034 and
0.013 MJ.m−3 , respectively (measured in the TD–ND section shown in Figure 2). When measured at
the top of the orientation map shown on Figure 3, the energies of crystal B have even lower values of
E = 0.008 MJ.m−3 and E p = 0.0038 MJ.m−3 . Crystals B and C therefore have values of the primary
stored energy (E p ) lower than E p0 , which explains why they do not recrystallise in this experiment.
5.3

Importance of the anisotropy of the orientation distribution for nucleation

The classical approach to calculate the stored energy from orientation maps involves both the disorientation angles and the spacings between the dislocation boundaries [10], but not the anisotropy of
the orientation distribution. However, orientation distributions with different anisotropies have different (frequency) distributions of the disorientation angles. Previous works showed that deformation microstructures with similar stored energies but different dislocation structures (in terms of the geometrical
arrangements of the dislocation boundaries) have different nucleation behaviours [26,27]. As a matter of
fact, a recent work based on 3D in situ observations [6] showed that the “embryos” of nuclei, which are
already present in the deformation microstructure, are at least partly surrounded by high angle boundaries, which have higher energies but also higher mobilities than low angle boundaries. Our experimental
observations come in general agreement with these previous works. The above analysis showed that the
anisotropy of the orientation distribution, which is related to the disorientation angles of the dislocation
boundaries but is accessible at a coarser scale, is an essential factor for nucleation, in addition to the
stored energy. By introducing the concept of “primary stored energy”, it was possible to combine the
effects of these several factors.
Orientation distributions inside individual deformed grains are anisotropic independently of the (av16
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Figure 9: Relationship between the stored energy (E), the primary stored energy (E p ) and the density of
nuclei (ρn ). (a) ND profiles along the arrow plotted in Figure 3a (excluding the first and last 110 µm).
(b) Correlation between E p and ρn . For the computation of E p , ∆2 + ∆3 = 6.5° was used so as to avoid
the variations visible in Figure 8a, which are not present in the non-recrystallised part of the orientation
map of the annealing microstructure. Fit of the form ρn = a [(E p − E p0 ) / E p0 ]b , with E p0 = 0.085 MJ.m−3 ,
a = 7300 mm−2 and b = 1.5.
erage) orientation [14], but orientation fragmentation [13], which develops only for a small fraction of
grains in conventional deformation modes [28], results in very large orientation anisotropies and therefore seems to offer particularly favorable recrystallisation nucleation conditions. Previous works have
successfully integrated the anisotropy properties of the orientation distributions and orientation fragmentation into modelling, based on the orientation distributions over the entire grains [29]. This work
suggests that the anisotropy of the orientation distributions could be considered at an even smaller scale.
6

Conclusions

The details of recrystallisation nucleation in a cold rolled aluminium tricrystal were related to the
properties of the parent, deformation microstructure. Thanks to a similar deformation microstructure
through the sample length, it was possible to slice it into several parts of similar deformation microstructures and carry out detailed investigations by going “back and forth” between the deformation and annealing microstructures. This enabled an in-depth analysis that would not have been possible in a more
conventional experiment. The main results are as follows:
• Recrystallisation preferentially developed in the crystal of highest average stored energy, but not at
a priori presumed preferential locations such as triple lines or grain boundaries, nor at the location
of highest local stored energy in that crystal.
• The orientations of the nuclei were among those of the parent, deformation microstructure, and
were preferentially located at the outskirt of the parent orientation distribution. These orientations
are likely to have the highest local disorientations in the deformation microstructure.
• The different densities of nuclei developed in regions of substructures composed of more or less
sharp bands, and the band sharpness was found to be related to the anisotropy properties of the
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associated orientation distribution. This is important since the anisotropy properties of the orientation distributions can be measured at a scale coarser than that of the substructure.
• The average local principal disorientation angles (∆i ) were estimated from the disorientation distributions about the principal disorientation axes (θiα , about vi ), by considering that the orientations
locally alternate between the “left” and “right” parts of the θiα distributions. For ∆1 , this is in
accordance with the fact that the adjacent bands have orientations rotated about the same axis (v1 )
but by opposite angles with respect to each other. This new metric (∆i ) can be computed for
any type of distribution (unimodal or not) and is not linearly related to the more usual standard
deviation (θi ).
• Regions with similar stored energies but different orientation distribution anisotropy, and especially ∆1 values, resulted in significantly different densities of nuclei after annealing. A linear
relationship between ∆1 and the density of nuclei (ρn ) was found for ∆1 > 10°. This documents
that the orientation distribution anisotropy has to be considered for sound predictions of recrystallisation nucleation.
• A revised energetic criterion, named “primary stored energy” (E p ), was proposed, which takes into
account both the stored energy (E) and the anisotropy properties of the orientation distribution (∆i ).
The density of nuclei (ρn ) showed a clear correlation with the primary stored energy (E p ). Even
if it was devised from observations from one columnar tricrystal only, we strongly suggest that
a nucleation criterion based on the primary stored energy (or criteria including the anisotropy
properties of the orientation distribution in other ways) is the way forward when the aim is to
predict active nucleation sites.
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A

Computation of the average local disorientation, ∆i

Given a disorientation distribution along a principal disorientation axis (vi ), the average local disorientation angle, ∆i , is computed by splitting the distribution in half, relative to the average, as exemplified
in Figure 10 for the θ1α distributions of regions AI, AII and AIII. The underlying assumption is that the
orientations of adjacent bands alternate between these two parts (i.e., switch from positive to negative
values, and vice versa, of the distribution), which is typically encountered when the substructure is made
of bands (Figure 4). For a unimodal distribution, this procedure just splits the distribution, while for a
18

bimodal distribution, it separates its two modes. The average values of the two parts (or modes) can then
be computed, and the average local disorientation angle, ∆i , is taken as the distance (or disorientation)
difference between the two modes. Of course, this assumes equal volume fractions of the two modes
(which corresponds to alterning bands of the same width), which is reasonable in this experiment. A
value of ∆i = 1.325 θi is obtained for a perfectly Gaussian distribution, and a value of ∆i = 2 θi is obtained for a perfectly bimodal distribution (no superposition). The values of ∆1 correspond to 2 θ1 , 1.4 θ1
and 1.3 θ1 for AI, AII and AIII, respectively.
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Figure 10: Computation of the average local disorientation, ∆1 , from the θ1α distribution. The distribution
is split about the origin and ∆1 is taken as the distance (or disorientation) between the two parts of the
distribution. Examples are provided for region AI (∆1 = 35.9°), region AII (∆1 = 13.8°) and region AIII
(∆1 = 5.6°).
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